July 21, 2016
Hello everyone: OUCH!! This coming weekend will be a HOT one based on what the weatherman is
forecasting. Due to a more active EL NINO weather pattern, we are getting all these weather systems going on
in the US and a major heat wave and high pressure front that will reach us as of tomorrow. So, if you are going
to the field for some flying, keep hydrated, in the shade and cool off frequently as temperatures with the heat
index are expected above 100 degrees. Friday: 91 degrees, 4-5 mph winds SSW, mostly sunny. Saturday: 95
degrees, 3-4 mph winds WSW, mostly sunny. Sunday: 98 degrees, 2-3 mph winds WNW, mostly sunny. Take
care guys and see you on the next one.
Reminders:
MOWING DAY: Club members with riding mowers are needed this coming Saturday (July 23, 2016) at
9:00AM. Those of you that can also bring a gas trimmer to edge the runway, pilot stands and the fence it would
be great. A blower would also be useful for the runway clean up and the pilot stands. So, lets get together and
get the field in tip top shape as early as possible before the excessive heat sets in. If you don't have any
gardening equipment, just come to move benches and airplane stands out of the way of the riding mowers.
Otherwise just come for moral support and supervise the work. On arrival, check with Gary, JT or myself about
what is needed. Thanks for any help you might be able to give.
RAMS AUGUST CLUB MEETING: Sunday, August 7 at 3:00PM.
RAMS 2017 OLYMPFREAKS: This will be our next event. We will start by setting a date in the August club
meeting. We are looking into possibly the end of September or when it is not too hot.
RAMS SWAP MEET / RAMS HATS - SHIRTS: Some pilots have mentioned about getting another RAMS Swap
Meet organized like it was done last year. We will further discuss this idea in the RAMS August meeting and
probably set a date.
That is all. See you at the field and have safe fun flying!!!
Jose L. Armstrong, MD (Dr. Joey)
RAMS Secretary / RAMS Newsletter Editor

